Comparison of the Prelaminal and Lamina Cribrosal Thickness in Patients with Primary Open Angle Glaucoma and Normal Tension Glaucoma by Optic Coherence Tomography (Oct)
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ABSTRACT

According to differences between Primary Open Angle Glaucoma and Normal Tension Glaucoma (in pathogenesis, genetic, signs and symptoms) we tried to compare the Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) appearance of the prelaminar and Lamina cribrosal thickness in these two disorders. So in this study we analyzed the anterior portion of the Optic Nerve Head in patients of primary open angle glaucoma (POAG) and normal tension glaucoma (NTG). 77 patients were analyzed between March 2013 till December 2014 according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria of this study; All patients aged between 30 to 65 years old. however, thirty-three (42.9%) patients (17 males and 16 female) of POAG and Forty-four (57.1%) patients of NTG group (22 males and 22 female). All of them underwent Enhanced Depth Image(EDI)-OCT (Carl ziess, sirus, 5000, German) on the first examination. Two observers measured the Optic Nerve Head Depth (ONHD), Anterior Surface of the Lamina Cribrosa depth (ASLCD) and Lamina Cribrosa Thickness (LCT) twice in each eye from the obtained EDI-OCT images manually and also measurement automatically was done by OCT relative program, finally Prelaminar Cribrosa Depth (PLCD) achieved by calculating the difference between ASLCD and ONHD mathematically. Independent sample T-test was used to compare means of PLCD, ONHD and LCT between the two groups (POAG & NTG). The results showed statistically significant variation between the two groups. Although mean of LCT was thicker in NTG group, PLCD and ONHD means were thinner. These findings support the notion that the LC is located more posteriorly in POAG group as compared with NTG group. And also LCT was significantly thicker in NTG group as compared with POAG group, so these two indices maybe considered as a point of differentiation between the POAG and NTG.
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INTRODUCTION

Glaucoma is one of the common causes of irreversible blindness worldwide leaving a great burden on medical organization for detection, treatment and rehabilitation of this disease (1,2,3,4), especially primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) which represents a significant public health problem (1,2). Although glaucoma related blindness is irreversible as no treatment can revived dead optic
nerves but prevention is possible in almost all cases.\(^{(2)}\)

Normal tension glaucoma (NTG) is known to be a special type of glaucoma which is still a matter of dispute in its etiologic, diagnostic, therapeutic aspects and its terminology. The criteria defining NTG have been highly variable though in general, individuals with Optic nerve head (ONH) damage and visual field (VF) defects compared with open angle glaucoma and with IOP which has never been documented above than 21 mmHg is regarded as NTG. \(^{(5)}\)

A lot of studies have been carried out, that indicated difference of POAG vs NTG such as:

1. Optic nerve head: localized affection in NTG vs POAG. \(^{(6,7,8)}\)
2. VF defect: overall VFD less affected in NTG and both central and paracentral defects were seen vs PAOG. The characteristic VF defect is an arcuate type and the central VF defect is the last portion to be affected. \(^{(8,9,10,11,12)}\)
3. Genetic: different gene expression in lymphocytes in NTG vs PAOG. \(^{(13,14)}\)
4. Blood flow: NTG associated with a transient episode of vascular insufficiency ONH and a variety of cardiovascular and hematologic abnormalities (increasing blood and plasma viscosity and hypercoagulability states). \(^{(15,16,17)}\)
5. Central nervous system (CNS) functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI): fMRI post yellow/blue stimuli, the fMRI activity decreasing was found to be greater than that in black/white stimulation in POAG. No similar effect was observed in NTG. \(^{(18)}\)
6. Intracranial pressure (ICP): ICP is lower in NTG vs PAOG and non-glaucomatous control subject. This low ICP leading to an abnormality high trans lamina Cribrosa pressure difference. \(^{(19,20)}\)

The lamina cribrosa (LC) is the continuation of the peripapillary scleral flange, which forms the anterior roof of the orbital cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) space, which is the continuation of the inner layer of the posterior sclera. The LC is a porous connective tissue structure, which is regarded as a major site of irreversible damage to the retinal ganglion cell axons in glaucoma \(^{(21, 22)}\).

In POAG, the mechanism of optic neuropathy is predominantly associated with the IOP. In NTG, although IOP is still an important factor, other pressure-independent factors such as an increased frequency of migraine headaches, Raynaud’s phenomenon, and sleep apnea have been observed, suggesting a vascular role in the nerve damage of patients with NTG \(^{(23,24)}\).

The description of the anatomical structure of the LC as it appears in enucleated fixed specimens, one should note that the Lamina Cribrosa in vivo has a continuous movement. Due to pulse-synchronous changes in the Trans lamina Cribrosa pressure difference (TLPD), the LC moves back and forth in a sagittal direction in a synchronous frequency with the pulse \(^{(25,26,27)}\).

The physiological importance of the Lamina cribrosa movements remains unclear. One may hypothesize that the movements are helpful to allow the orthograde axoplasmic flow to enter the eye and the retrograde axoplasmic flow to leave it \(^{(28)}\).

According to these data, in our study we tried to show that the OCT appearance of anterior portion of ONH is a site of differentiation between POAG and NTG. This is largely due to Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) images of the LC are therefore less informative (because of light-attenuation artifacts, such as vessel shadowing and fading of the signal with increasing depth) \(^{(29)}\) than those acquired using gold standard ex vivo techniques, such as conventional histology \(^{(30)}\), three-dimensional (3D) histomorphometry \(^{(31)}\), and second harmonic generation imaging \(^{(32)}\).

Although challenges remain in accurately delineating the posterior boundary of the LC and visualizing structures obscured by the retinal vasculature, Spectral Domain (SD)-OCT affords reliable measurement of the ONHD and anterior lamina cribrosa surface, commonly defined by the perpendicular distances from a line joining the ends
of Bruch’s Membrane Opening (BMO), or from the BMO plane fit in 3 dimensions, to the ONH surface and the anterior LC surface, respectively (34-41 and 45, 46).

Strouthidis et al (33) demonstrated a significant increase in anterior lamina cribrosa surface over a mean follow-up of 2.8 months in 9 Rhesus macaques induced with experimental glaucoma and proposed that ONH imaging and measurements would be useful in longitudinal follow-up of patients with glaucoma (33).

Clinical studies have demonstrated anterior displacement of the ONH and anterior LC surfaces after trabeculectomy (39-41) and posterior displacement of the ONH surface during acute (IOP) elevation (45).

Study of the ONH structures, including the LC, is relevant to understanding the mechanisms of retinal ganglion cell degeneration in glaucoma and devising new diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.

So according to above mentioned references about the major role which is played by LC, and of course controversy remains about whether NTG represents a distinct disease entity or whether it is simply considered to be POAG with IOP within the average range (lower than 21 mmHg), in this study we tried to analyzed the anterior portion of the ONH to compare it in primary open angle glaucoma (POAG), and normal tension glaucoma (NTG), and we do emphasis on demonstrating that which part of the anterior ONH portion is significantly different from the others in these two groups and maybe considered as a differential point between POAG and NTG.

METHODS

This prospective study enrolled newly diagnosed glaucoma patients. The inclusion criteria of POAG were as follows:

• An IOP level greater than 21 mmHg in an eye with no antiglaucoma medications,
• Characteristic glaucomatous ONH damage,
• Glaucomatous visual field defect,
• Open iridocorneal angle and normal angle in gonioscopic examination.

The inclusion criteria of NTG were as the follows:

• An IOP level below 21 mmHg in an eye with no antiglaucoma medications,
• Characteristic glaucomatous ONH damage,
• Related visual field defect (paracentral or scotoma),
• No neuro-radiological evidence of optic nerve damage,
• Open iridocorneal angle, and normal gonioscopic examination.

Patients were excluded if the spherical equivalent of refractive error was out of the range above -6 and +6 diopters, or if an ocular disease other than glaucoma was present. This study was performed in ALZAHRA eye hospital, Zahedan university of medical science between March 2013 till December 2014.

Thirty-three eyes of Thirty-three patients (17 males and 16 females) with POAG and Forty-four eyes of Forty-four patients (22 males and 22 females) with NTG, which met the above criteria, aged between 30 to 65 years old were enrolled.

First, each person underwent a full ophthalmic assessment. Included slit-lamp biomicroscopy, achievement of the Best-Corrected Visual Acuity, diurnal IOP by Goldman tonometer, and central corneal thickness, dilated examination of the ONH and fundus, and visual field examination. Visual fields were achieved with SITA Standard profile central 30/2 (Humphrey Visual Field Analyzer II; Carl Zeiss-Meditec).

Optic Nerve Head Depth (ONHD), Pre-Lamina Cribrosa depth (PLCD) and Lamina Cribrosa Thickness (LCT) measurement

All subjects underwent Enhanced Depth Image (EDI) Spectral Domain (SD) -OCT (Carl Ziess, Cirrus, 5000, German) on the first visit. Two observers measured the ONHD, Anterior Surface of Lamina Cribrosa (ASLCD) and LCT twice in each eye from the obtained EDI-OCT images both manually and automatically by relative OCT program. The measurement was performed by a glaucoma specialist. To evaluate the interobserver reproducibility of our measuring method, the interclass correlation coefficient was calculated.
The interobserver interclass correlation coefficient for measuring the prelaminar tissue thickness was 0.95 and all of them compared with automatically results and rechecked to be the same. All of parameters were measured perpendicularly from the reference line that connected the Bruch’s Membrane Openings (BMO), the visibility of the lamina Cribrosa configuration on all of the scan images was restored by adaptive compensation according to protocols published elsewhere (42,43).

ONHD measured from Bruch’s membrane to anterior surface of ONH. ASLCD was defined as Bruch’s membrane and the anterior surface of the lamina Cribrosa distance. The difference of these two measurements was regarded as the Prelaminar Cribrosa Depth (PLCD) in each eye, first perpendicular line was drawn at the center and second and third at 100¼m nasally and temporally from a reference line connecting both ends of Bruch’s membrane opening (BMO). The prelamina Cribrosa depth (PLCD) equals the difference of ASLCD and ONHD (Fig. 1a, b).

We defined the thickness of the lamina Cribrosa as the distance between the anterior and posterior borders of the highly reflective region in the horizontal EDI-OCT cross-sections of the ONH. The measurement of LC thickness was performed as centrally as possible where there was minimal effect of vascular shadows (44).

**Ethical considerations**

All patients underwent examination followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki which was approved by the Zahedan University of Medical Sciences Research Ethics Committee.

**Statistical analysis**

Independent sample T- test were used for analytic statistics. The Statistical analysis was performed for windows (v. 12.0.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL), and P-Values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Table 1: ONHD, PLCD and LCT indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONHD</td>
<td>NTG</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>629.40</td>
<td>53.59</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POAG</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>655.51</td>
<td>44.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCD</td>
<td>NTG</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>70.15</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>-35.32</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POAG</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>172.0303</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT</td>
<td>NTG</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>256.59</td>
<td>16.96</td>
<td>19.42</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POAG</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>168.39</td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS

EDI SD-OCT images were achieved in 77 patients, thirty-three (42.9%) patients in POAG group, Forty-four (57.1%) patients in NTG group, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria; So no statistically significant differences were seen in age, sex, and also spherical equivalent, central corneal thickness between the POAG and NTG groups. All OCT and HRT parameters, including the RNFL average thickness and vertical cup/disc ratio, were similar between these two groups.

Independent sample T-test was used to compare means of PLCD, ONHD and LCT between the two groups (POAG & NTG). The results showed that these parameters are variables between the two groups. Although mean of LCT was thicker in NTG group, PLCD means were thinner. (Table: ONHD, PLCD and LCT indices)

The mean LCT in POAG patients was 168.39 ¼m. However, in the patients with NTG, LCT was 256.59 ¼m, which is thicker than that in the POAG groups in this study (p-value < 0.0001). (Table: ONHD, PLCD and LCT indices)

There were statistically significant differences between ONHD in these two groups (p-value=0.026). 629.40 ¼m in NTG group vs 655.51 ¼m in POAG group. (Table: ONHD, PLCD and LCT indices)

We considered ASLCD as a more obvious index from Bruch’s membrane to insertion of lamina Cribrosa (two highest reflective lines) to achieve an exact measurement of PLCD by subtraction it from ONHD.

So, the mean PLCD (difference between ASLCD and ONHD) in POAG patients was 172.03 ¼m. However, in the patients with NTG, PLCD was 70.15 ¼m, which is thinner than that in the POAG group (p-value < 0.0001).

DISCUSSION

In this prospective study we have shown that the LCT is thinner in POAG patients than in NTG group; however, PLCD was thicker in POAG patients than in NTG group.

According to the different OCT appearance of the anterior ONH portion in these two groups (POAG & NTG), these findings maybe support the notion that the posteriorly located lamina Cribrosa insertion and its thickness are more important components of glaucomatous optic nerve damage , As well as the Wang N et al study (46) and also Clinical studies which have demonstrated anterior displacement of the ONH and anterior LC surfaces after trabeculectomy (39-41) and posterior displacement of the ONH surface during acute (IOP) elevation (45).

So according to our study the LCT and PLCD may be considered as a point of differentiation between the POAG and NTG.

A previous study by Agoumi et al. [9] compared the prelaminar tissue between patients with glaucoma and controls in vivo after an acute IOP elevation. In their study, although their analysis focused on prelaminar tissue displacement, the prelaminar tissue thickness after an acute IOP elevation of approximately 13 mmHg in the patients with glaucoma decreased by 7.3 ¼m, whereas
in age-matched normal controls, the thickness decreased by 20.6 \(\mu\)m. They explained that this decreased compliance in patients with glaucoma may have been due to tissue remodeling of the prelamina, which resulted in increased stiffness (47-49).

So we suggest that more studies to be carried out to get a clear role of the LC in pathogenesis of glaucoma, as if these changes which have been observed in the OCT of these patients might be a primary cause of the cupping or maybe secondary to IOP rising.

And also IOP rising in the POAG is it the cause of LC changes or whether the displacement of LC and its thickness have led to elevation of IOP?

This study has limitations. First, the anterior and especially the posterior surface of LC was not always visible in all patients. However, we have taken the point of the consideration to avoid its bias. These parameters are likely to be invisible in eyes with a deeply located lamina Cribrosa. Consistent with this notion, ASLCD and PLCD was thicker in eyes in which the LC position was invisible. In addition, the ASLCD position was more often invisible in the POAG patients. This would lead to under estimation of the average ASLCD for the entire POAG patients. Thus, any potential bias derived from this limitation would actually support our finding. We consider that the true difference between the POAG patients versus NTG groups is greater than was revealed by the present study.
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